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INFRASTOP® protects from the sun.
Not from admiring glances.

FLACHGLAS Wernberg at Saudi Build
2010 in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
From October 18 to 21, 2010
At our stand, we will be presenting
high-performance glass solutions suited
for the specific conditions of this region.

When looking at the new
EuroCityCenterWest in Mannheim, the sun
is proven to be absolutely right. Needless to
say that such a fascinating architecture
catches the attention, also from a celestial
body! Our INFRASTOP® solar control
insulating glass lets the sun in. Keeping the
heat out. That’s cool, isn’t it?

» more information
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We could not come up with water for
BRITA either. But with the best glass and
the best service.

INFRASELECT®: Solar control gets a
new dimension.
With INFRASELECT®, the innovative
switchable insulating glass for buildings,
customised control of light and heat input
is possible.

BRITA refines water. FLACHGLAS
Wernberg refines glass. However, the new
headquarters required not only a
high-quality precious glass facade but also
our expertise, our personal advice and the
intensive technical support by the planner.

» read more

A warm welcome
to our newcomers!

After all, our glass is magnetic.
A large number of visitors at the
FLACHGLAS Wernberg stand.

20 new “Wernbergers“ started their
apprenticeship with us on September 1,
2010. We wish them the best of luck.

Anyhow, visitors at InnoTrans 2010 in Berlin
were magically attracted by our latest
developments for the design of rolling stock
interiors. At our stand we showed our
regular customers and potential clients, from
Australia to Zimbabwe, the future destination
of glass for interior spaces.

Quick-Links:
Solar control glass Automotive glazing
Controllable glass Facade glass Glass
Calculator References Info material Contact
Glass processing Flachglas MarkenKreis

“Success. Made in Wernberg.“ - What does this mean exactly?
Success means quality. As one of the leading glass refiners in Europe,
we adopt a wide range of measures for the targeted implementation of
customer demands and quality requirements. We only supply
first-class and technologically advanced products. For maximum
functionality and precise results.
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